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Nationwide Service
We distribute all our products Nationally in the UK on a next day basis so you 
do not need to hold any stock for your own customers. We hold extensive 
stock profiles of all our ranges for you to call off at a moment’s notice.

Technical Support
Our vastly experienced technical team is on hand 24/7 to advise and assist 
with any of your projects. We are available to support you from concept to 
installation in every aspect of your projects.

System Design
Our in-house design engineers produce detailed CAD designs for your 
installations, all of which are underwritten by Professional Indemnity 
insurance giving you expert support and total peace of mind.

Installation Services
Our experienced installation team are available to assist with installations 
across the UK ensuring you have total peace of mind with our experts 
working for you on your projects.

THE PROFESSIONALS' CHOICE FOR 
UNDERFLOOR HEATING 

We are the UK's leading trade based supplier of underfloor heating and renewable energy products to the 
plumbing, heating, HVAC and construction industries.  Supporting distributors, installers, specifiers and 
consumers both in the UK and internationally, we are extremely proud of the strong relationships we have 
with our partners and believe that it is our 'work-together' approach which resonates most with our client 
base.

Our tailor-made heating solutions are reinforced with robust technical integrity and supported pre and 
post-sale by our dedicated technical team.
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Bathroom Supplies 
Along with own extensive range of bathroom equipment we have 
relationships with the world’s best manufacturers ensuring maximum 
choice for your projects. See our Bespoke Bathroom brochure for details.

Designer Radiator Supplies 
We offer a range of bespoke, modern 
radiators in various styles,  sizes and colours. 
See our Radiator brochure for details. 



the perfect heating system

An optimised room temperature profile, with precision controls, makes the 
performance capability of our underfloor heating distinguishable from other systems.

Consquently, negative impacts on room temperature, such as those caused by swirling 
air, draughts or heat accumulation, and cold spots are a thing of the past. 

Radical UFH temperature characteristics correspond almost exactly to the perfect ideal 
heating curve as shown below.  

Experts recognise that the larger the heat-radiating surface, the more effective and 
economical the room heating will be. 

In comparison with conventional radiators, the ideal room temperature with a floor 
heating system is 1 to 2 degrees C lower.

Energy savings
The resulting energy savings of 6% to 12% speak for themselves, as do the lower 
system and inlet temperatures. Our systems are also perfect for use in conjunction with 
equipment that produces renewable energy or high temperature fossil fuel energy 
sources.

Clean and hygenic heating
There are additional plus points in terms of hygiene too: the dryness of the heat 
produced deprives bacteria and dust mites of the moisture they need for survival.

Feel-good temperatures with no cold spots
As a general rule, comfortable temperatures for heated rooms in winter are considered 
to be:

• Living areas:  20 - 22 °C

• Bedrooms:  16 - 18 °C

• Bathrooms:  24 - 26 °C

A room is considered comfortable when there is a difference of less than 4 °C between 
the surface temperatures in the room and the temperature of the air of the room.

The entire living space can be utilised, as wall spaces are free of radiators and any cold 
spots are eliminated, as the whole floor emits heat into the room.

The ideal room temperature profile

Radical Underfloor Heating
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Air and Ground Source Heat Pumps 
Our technical and installation experts have many years’ experience in these 
technologies and our supply chain is tried and tested for your peace of mind. 
Ask our team about your own project and we will be on hand to assist. 



Easy to work with and simple to intstall
Our S5 pipe benefits from 5 layers of construction in the manufacturing 
process providing maximum robustness thanks to its thermal, mechanical and 
chemical characteristics.

In addition to the superb mechanical features of the pipe system, the pipe is 
very easy to work with and simple to install, saving valuable time on site and 
making underfloor heating installations easier every time.

Product Size Code

Underfloor heating pipe 16 16mm RAD16

Underfloor heating pipe 12 12mm RAD16/LP12

Underfloor heating pipe 10 10.6mm RAD16/LP10

Pipe Systems
We exclusively supply CoEx system 5 underfloor 
heating pipes manufactured in Europe.

The co-extrusion S5 process ensures that our 
underfloor heating pipes have high thermal and 
puncture resistance characteristics whilst at the 
same time remain flexible and easy to work with.

The EVOH (ethyl vinyl alcohol copolymer) layer in 
particular has outstanding barrier properties to 
gases such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide 
and helium. 

With a very low permeability to oxygen, an EVOH 
film prevents deterioration by contact with O

2
 and 

is also commonly used in pharmaceutical, food 
and petro chemical processing.

PIPE SYSTEMS

Polyethylene

Polyethylene

Polymer

Polymer
EVOH barrier layer
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Perfect for all requirements 

S5 CoEx technology – highest quality for every area of use
You will always find the perfect solution to your building's specific requirements for a radiant heating and 
cooling system, with pipes featuring the proven and unique S5 co-extrusion technology. Thanks to quintuple 
co-extrusion in a single production process, the sandwich material of the system pipes guarantees optimal 
adhesion of the pipe layers to one another.

5 layers – 5 levels of security
S5 system pipes offer maximum robustness 
thanks to their mechanical, thermal and chemical 
characteristics:

 ■ Protection of the EVOH oxygen barrier against 
mechanical damage and harmful external factors 
such as heat, damp chemicals and gasses

 ■ Highest levels of resistance to deformation caused 
by concentrated mechanical loads

 ■ Quintuple co-extrusion in a single production 
process guarantees adhesion between layers

 ■ Long service life through the avoidance of oxygen 
exchange

 ■ 50 year warranty

 S5 system pipe – the solution for challenging 
applications in the temperature range up to 
100°C
The highly flexible 5-layer S5 system pipe has been 
optimised to meet the specific requirements of 
applications in the temperature range up to 100°C. 

It is designed with a safety plus for a continuous 
thermal stress of 70 °C and a short-term thermal stress 
of 100 °C.

The S5  system pipe is continuously pressure-resistant 
with multiple safety reserves up to 6 bar.

S5 – even safer thanks to a strong surface
The surface layer means the Radical S5 system pipes 
are now even stronger.

The opaque colour of the pipes indicates a robust 
surface, high resistance to wear and integrated UV 
stability. 

This additional surface protection is particularly 
beneficial in typical harsh site conditions.

System compatibility
The S5 system pipes can be used with all of our 
underfloor heating fixing systems for heating and 
cooling purposes.
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FLOORING SYSTEMS - Screeded

Screeded Tacker System 
This system solution features components designed to work 
seamlessly together providing the basis for mastering heating 
construction tasks. 

Used in conjunction with our S5 pipe, the system provides an ideal 
foundation for creating a heating supply network that will retain its 
value and integrity over the long term.

The friction free interlocking connection of pipe and pipe laying 
technique is therefore always the first choice for the entire array of 
sophisticated applications around in Europe and beyond.

The flexibility of the system enables pipes to be positioned to the 
centimetre, with a view to achieving optimum heat distribution even 
in the most complex installation situations.

 ■ Tried and tested time and again

 ■ Easy to install

 ■ Pipes positioned to the centimetre

 ■ Pipes completely surrounded by screed

 ■ Optimum heat distribution

 ■ Install  with our professional tacker gun and decoiler tools 
for easy site management and installation speed

For sales, technical enquires and more detailed product information 
CALL 0161 711 0612 or visit www.radicalheatingsolutions.co.uk
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Castellated Tray System
We offer a castellated tray system with interlocking panels for easy 
installation and use with our 12mm and 16mm pipe systems.

Panels are available in 4 different heights and 2 heights incorporate 
insulation of 10mm and 30mm respectively.

Basic (film) panel heights are Low profile 15mm and 20mm, with the 
options of 10mm or 30mm insulation with the 20mm system.

Each 15mm tray covers 0.6m2 with the 20mm trays covering 1.26m2 of 
floor area which interlocks together for easy fixing and fast installation 
times.

Actual panel dimensions are 1050mm x 650mm for the 15mm trays and all 
20mm trays are 1450mm x 950mm x overall heights of (20mm, 30mm and 
50mm respectively).

Panel grids in multiples of 50mm allowing pipe spacing flexibility for all 
heat sources such as boilers , heat pumps etc.

 

 ■ Overlaps on two sides which is ideal for flow screed 
applications

 ■ Improves sound insulation in addition to thermal benefits

 ■ Effective installation area per tray is 1.26m2

 ■ Basic tray (film) available without insulation for fitting on top of 
site insulation

 ■ Also available with two EPS depths of 10mm and 30mm 
respectively for retro fit applications.

 ■ Ideal for unusual floor plans / geometry

Castellated Trays 
A highly flexible tray system for screeded floors. Trays come with options of 
insulation from 0mm >30mm and are highly flexible and easy to install with our 
12mm and 16mm pipe system.

Each panel covers effective area of 1.26m2 and has overlapped edge for fixing.  

Product Size Code

Insulated / Castellated Tray with 10mm EPS 1450L x 950w x 30h RAD64

Insulated / Castellated Tray with 30mm EPS 1450L x 950w x 50h RAD65

Castellated Tray- Film only 20mm 1450L x 950w x 20h RAD66

Castellated Tray- Film only 20mm 1050L x 650w x 15h RAD66/15

1. Wall
2. Plaster
3. Skirting
4. Elastic grout
5. Edge insulation

6. Screed
7. Radical system pipe
8. Insulation
9. Load bearing substrate
10 Tiles
11.Tile cement

Visit www.radicalheatingsolutions.co.uk for more detailed product information



Return Panel
Straight Panel
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FLOORING SYSTEMS - Existing floor

Radical Screedboard 
Radical Screedboard is a superb, high density and flexible 
screedboard solution for laying over a concrete subfloor.  It is 
particularly recommended for tiled floor areas because ceramic 
tiles can be laid directly over the top with no additional layers 
required.  Boards are high density with impressive sound insulation 
and heat retention qualities.

The system uses a 12mm PE-RT pipe which we can supply 
separately.

The pre-grooved channels can be used for all pipe run 
combinations.  The panels can also be easily routered where 
required for added flexibility.

 ■ Slimline 18mm board

 ■ Versitile return and straight sections

 ■ High compressive strength

 ■ Flexible, pre-grooved screedboard

 ■ Easy to install

 ■ Install Suitable for new build and refurbishments

 ■ PE-RT pipe comes with a 50 year warranty



Visit www.radicalheatingsolutions.co.uk for more detailed product information

Radical Gypsum Screed Board 

As part of our range of low floor build up solutions we have 
developed the Radical screed plate system of lay over floor covering 
incorporating the underfloor heating pipe work within an 18mm 
board height.

This is an excellent solution in cases where the floor build up depth is 
limited – commonly found on refurbishment projects where floor to 
ceiling heights are restricted.

The system can be used in existing and new build installations .

The boards are pre-grooved to take 12mm underfloor heating pipe 
work and can be supplied in straight routed panels or fully routed 
returns panels to suit unusual floor geometry and pipe runs.

 

 ■ Pre grooved screed plate has slim line 18mm 
finished height

 ■ Pipe centres are at 150mm to distribute heat quickly 
across surface area

 ■ Boards have pre routed channels for 12mm pipe

 ■ Versatile options of straight and fully routed 
sections

 ■ Easy to install

 ■ Fast reaction times and high compressive strength

 ■ Ceramic tiles, stone, engineered wood and laminate 
floors can be fitted directly on top (subject to 
manufacturer installation guides)

Gypsum Screed Board - Straight routed boards 
Straight routed precision engineerd thermal board for 12mm pipe. Ideal for 
large areas of straight runs. Each board covers 0.60m2 

Product Size Code

Radical screedboard 150mm pipe centres 18 x 600 x 1000mm RAD181

Plastic end returns for overlay 300mm x 18mm RAD183

Gypsum Screed Board - Fully Routed Low Profile returns boards 
Fully routed precision engineered thermal board for 12mm pipe. Ideal for 
negotiating returns on pipe runs. Particularly used in areas of awkward geometry 
such as bathrooms, ensuites, kitchens and around manifold areas. Screedboard 
can be directly tiled upon. 

Details: 18mm board, uses 12mm pipe with transit runs set at 150mm centres 
               Each board covers 0.54m2

Product Size Code

Radical screedboard 18mm high board covers  0.54m2 18 x 600 x 900mm RAD182

Before After
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Radical Lite - Low Profile EPS & XPS diffuser panels for 
existing floors 
Low profile grooved and foiled insulation panels for use on existing sub floors. 
Very easy to install and standard boards come in different depths of 18mm, 
20mm or 25mm to take 12mm or 16mm pipe at 150mm or 200mm centres 
respectively. System is then overlaid with floating floor of your choice 

Dimensions: 
1200mm(w) x 1200mm(L) x 25mm (h) 200mm centres Board covers 1.44m2                         
1200mm(w) x1200mm (L) x 25mm (h) 150mm centres Board covers 1.44m2    
600mm(w) x 1200mm (L) x 18mm (h) 150mm centres Board covers 0.72m2 
600mm(w) x 1200mm (L) x 18mm (h) 50mm centres  - 11 grooves Highway    

Standard Product Size Dimensions Code

Radical Lite 25 200mm centres 1200 x 1200 x 25mm RAD150

Radical Lite 25 150mm centres 1200 x 1200 x 25mm RAD151

Radical Lite 18 150mm centres 600 x 1200 x 18mm RAD152

Radical Lite 20 150mm/200mm centres 600 x 1200 x 20mm RAD153

Radical Lite
In addition to our low floor build up solutions we have developed the 
Radical Lite lay- on system floor covering incorporating the insulation and 
underfloor heating pipe work within an 18mm, 20mm or 25mm board 
height as standard.

This is an excellent solution in cases where the floor build up depth is 
limited – commonly found on refurbishment projects where floor to 
ceiling heights are fixed and limited or where pipes are required to be 
laid between existing joists.

The system can be used in existing and new build installations, only 
requiring a flat and level solid sub floor for the insulation to support the 
floor finish on top.

The insulation is pre-grooved to take either 12mm or 16mm underfloor 
heating pipe work and overlaid with foil to assist in the distribution of 
heat.

 

 ■ Floating floor has 18mm, 20mm or 25mm insulation as 
standard but bespoke sizes can be manufactured for any 
application if required between joists

 ■ Foil diffuser is overlaid to distribute heat across surface 
area

 ■ Boards have pre routed channels for 12mm or 16mm pipe 
with returns for easy installation

 ■ Pipe centres can be routed at 150mm or 200mm to suit.

 ■ Engineered wood/solid wood/ laminate floors can fitted 
directly on top

 ■ Ceramic tiles, Carpets and Vinyl’s require suitable cover 
layer (6mm MDF or 10mm Ply)

Dry/Biscuit mix installationBetween Joists Installation



Visit www.radicalheatingsolutions.co.uk for more detailed product information

Aluminium Diffuser Plates
Timber floor systems rely on the conductivity of components fitted within the 
floor to transfer heat efficiently from the pipe surface to the underside of the 
floor finish.

Typically a grooved or profiled metal (usually aluminium) heat transfer sheet 
is provided to conduct the heat from the pipe to the floor surface, although 
some systems rely on other methods, such as a thin screed biscuit mix or 
heated airspace layer below the floor boards.

In order to achieve good results, the pipes must transfer their heat evenly 
to the floor surface without creating sharp variations in surface temperature 
across the floor. This is particularly important with natural wood boarded floors, 
so as to prevent unsightly shrinkage at any hot spots caused by inadequate 
heat dissipation.

Since the mass of a timber floor structure can be up to 50% less than screeded 
floor systems, the response time of a timber floor system is much faster than 
that from a solid floor system and effective control can be made simpler.

 

 ■ Generally there are two types of diffuser plates

 ■ Fit from above plates (sit between joists and are 
installed before sub floor is fitted) 1m x 390mm

 ■ Fit from above plates are available in single, double 
or triple channel pipe runs

 ■ Fit from below plates (FFB) fitted from below the 
floor (in ceiling space or similar) and come in double 
channel runs at 1m lengths

 ■ Pipe spacing’s are generally 150mm or 250mm but 
can be manufactured at closer proximity

 ■ Ideal solution for retro fit installation in refurbishment 
projects

 ■ Sizing calculation is normally heated area x 2.25 to 
arrive at number of plates required

Double & Triple Channel Spreader Plates (FFA) 
Suspends UFH pipes between joists or beneath wooden flooring. Fit from 
above  
Size: 390mm  x1m x 200mm centres (double) 
Size: 390mm  x1m x 150mm centres (double or triple)

Product Size Code

Double Omega channel spreader plate 390mm x1m RAD67

Triple Omega channel spreader plate 390mm x1m RAD67T3

Fit From Below Plates (FFB)
Installs UFH pipes direct to sub floor between ceiling and joists. Fit from below 
sub floor 
Size:   250mm X 1m x 250mm centres 
           150mm x 1m x 150mm centres

Product Size Code

Fit From Below (FFB) plates as above RAD68

FLOORING SYSTEMS - Suspended floor
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UFH Pump Systems
Our control packs and pump systems 
deliver exceptional performance in 
every application and are simple to 
install and set up.

Single Room UFH Control Pack 
Overview: 

A modular control pack for underfloor heating 
systems, designed to connect directly on to 
pipe work without the need for extra brackets or 
support.

The control pack consists of an integrated mixing 
valve, circulating pump, isolating valves, flow and 
return connections and fixing kit.

 

Features:
 ■ Quick and simple installation with easy set up

 ■ Adjustable range of 35°C to 60°C

 ■ Controls flow temperature to +/- 2°C

 ■ Pre wired connection box for thermostat

 ■ Includes isolating valves as standard

 ■ 'A' rated pump with 7m head

 ■ Inlet/outlet 15mm x 1/2" FBSP Typical installation

Return to system Flow from system

Return from
UFH circuit

Flow to
UFH circuit

Single Room UFH Control Pack  
'A' rated pump with 7m head

Product Size Code

Single room UFH control pack 15mm x 1/2" FBSP RAD14

Visit www.radicalheatingsolutions.co.uk for more detailed product information12
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Thermoguard UFH Manifold 
Control Pack

Overview:
A unique, modular control pack for 
underfloor heating systems, designed to 
connect directly on to a standard UFH 
manifold without the need for extra brackets 
or support.

The control pack consists of a mixing valve, 
an ERP rated 6 metre circulating pump, 
connection elbow, manifold adaptors and 
all necessary seals. The control pack elbow 
includes a ½” tapping for the connection 
of UFH an overheat thermostat and /or 
temperature gauges if required.

 

Features:
 ■ Quick and simple installation with 
Integrated mixing valve

 ■ Provides controlled mixed temperature 
water to UFH systems

 ■ Easy set up with adjustable range of 25°C 
to 60°C

 ■ Controls flow temperature to +/- 2°C

 ■ Reversible via interchange of the blanking 
cap and pump union

 ■ A rated pump with 7m head

 ■ Inlet / Outlet ¾” FBSP x 1” MBSP

All dimensions in mm unless specified otherwise
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Thermoguard Pump 
Thermomix UFH control pack with 'A' rated pump

Product Size Code

Thermoguard pump 3/4" FBSP x1" MBSP RAD13



Stainless Steel Manifolds 
 

Overview:
Radical manifolds consist of two manifold bars, 
one for the flow and one for the return and come 
complete with ball valves, drain / filling valves and 
air vents.

On the flow bar, each port has an adjustable flow 
indicator with isolator, including an easy to read 
gauge.

Each port on the return bar is supplied with 
an integral control valve and protection cap, 
which allows the user adjust the volume to the 
volume of water or can be removed to accept a 
thermoelectric actuator.

 

Features:
 ■ Stainless steel body

 ■ Supplied pre mounted on installation brackets

 ■ Maximum supply pressure 6 bar

 ■ Flow meters with isolating valves included

 ■ Filling/Drain off points included in pack

 ■ Valves on return accept thermoelectric actuator 
heads

 ■ Primary connections are 1” FBSP

 ■ Manual Air bleed vales included ½” MBSP

 ■ 1” ball valves supplied in pack

 ■ Connections are Euroconus and are available to 
suit most UK pipe sizes

 ■ 90 °C UFH Connection elbows available (as 
separate item) for close coupling of pump pack

CODE PRODUCT
Connections Overall 

height
Primary 
centres

Port 
centres

Overall 
width 

(no pump)

Fitted depth 
(no pump)

Overall width 
(with pump)

Fitted depth 
(with pump)

SIZE A B C D E with Thermomix Pump

RAD-02 2 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 276 90 431 175

RAD-03 3 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 326 90 481 175

RAD-04 4 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 376 90 531 £175

RAD-05 5 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 426 90 581 175

RAD-06 6 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 476 90 631 175

RAD-07 7 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 526 90 681 175

RAD-08 8 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 576 90 731 175

RAD-09 9 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 626 90 781 175

RAD-10 10 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 676 90 831 175

RAD-11 11 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 726 90 881 175

RAD-12 12 circuit UFH manifold kit 1" 325 210 50 776 90 931 175

All dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated

For sales and technical enquires  
CALL 0161 711 0612

www.radicalheatingsolutions.co.uk
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Circulating Pump 
Three speed - ERP compliant 'A rated' stand alone circulating pump for 
bespoke hydraulic systems (without compact blending valve)

Product Size Code

Circulating pump 7m head RAD17

Single Room UFH Kit 
Includes single room pump pack, 100m x 16mm pipe,  dial thermostat, 300 
pipe clips & pipe connection fittings

Product Size Code

Single Room UFH Kit 20 m2 RADPACK20

Thermal Actuators 
Electrothermic actuators with normally closed connection for use with Radical 
UFH manifolds and wiring centres 

Product Size Code

Thermal actuator 230 230V RAD37

UFH Kit 
Includes Thermomix pump pack, 2 port manifold, 200m x 16mm pipe,  
programmable thermostat, 600 pipe clips & pipe connection fittings

(wireless option comes with wireless thermostat and receiver) 

Product Size Code

UFH Kit - wired 30m2 > 40m2 RADPACK40

UFH Kit - wireless 30m2 > 40m2 RADPACK40RF

Euroconus Pipe Connectors 
Designed specifically to be used with Radical UFH manifolds and pipe systems

Product Size Code

Euroconus pipe connector 16mm RAD39

Euroconus pipe connectors 12mm RAD40

Euroconus pipe connectors 10mm RAD41

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

15
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Conduit 
Flexible conduit with an internal diameter of between 19mm & 23mm to 
protect and sleeve the pipe where heat distribution is not required 

Product Size Code

Conduit 25m per coil RAD53

Tacker Clips
A range of staples designed for use with tacker gun. Available in various lengths 

Product Size Code

Push clips 40mm RAD54

Push clips 66mm RAD55

Tacker clips for professional staple gun 40mm RAD56

Tacker clips for standard staple gun 57mm RAD57

Auto Air Vent 
Optional (recommended) air vent for installations of UFH manifold. Aids 
installation and commissioning

Product Size Code

Auto air vent 1/2"MBSP RAD46

Zone Valves 
240V two part zone valve for use to isolate zones when motor is de-energised

Product Size Code

Zone Valve 22 22mm RAD44

Zone Valve 28 28mm RAD45
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Pipe Bend Support
Used to protect and support the pipe between the manifold and where it 
enters the floor 

Product Size Code

Pipe bend support 14mm - 18mm RAD59

Edge Insulation
Edging strip with overlap to create an expansion barrier between floor screed 
and wall 

Product Size Code

Edge Insulation 150mm x (25m or 50m) roll RAD60

Pipe Joint Connections
Complete pipe connection/repair fitting for UFH pipes 

Product Size Code

Pipe joint connection fitting 16 16mm RAD83

Pipe joint connection fitting 12 12mm RAD81

Tee Connectors and 90 Degree Elbows
Complete pipe connections for UFH pipes 

Product Size Code

Tee connection fitting 16 16mm RAD84

Tee connection fitting 12 12mm RAD82

90 degree elbow 16 16mm RAD61

90 degree elbow 12 12mm RAD62

Clip Rail
Comes in 1m lengths and interlocks together for easy fixing. Adhesive layer 
on base for additional grip and pre-drilled to take tacker clips. Pipe centres in 
50mm multiples. 

Product Size Code

Clip Rail 1m strip RAD58
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Tacker Gun
Height adjustable with magazine that will take 135clips. 
Weighs: 2kg only

Product Size Code

Tacker gun 2kg RAD88

Pressure Gauge and adaptor
Optional (recommended) for installation of UFH manifold. Aids installation and 
system commissioning 

Product Size Code

Pressure Gauge and adaptor 1/2" MBSP RAD91

90 Degree UFH Connection Elbow Pack
Space saving connection elbows for manifold/pump connection 

Product Size Code

90 degree UFH Connection elbow pack 1" MBSP x 1" FBSP RAD92

Low Roll Decoiler 
Allows pipe roll to be uncoiled consistently and easily, assisting installation

Product Size Code

Low roll decoiler RAD87

Manifold Blanking Cap
Seals off spare manifold parts when not required

Product Size Code

Manifold blanking cap 3/4" FBSP RAD85
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Overheat Thermostat
Designed for use with Raidical Pump Packs. Protects against exceptionly high 
water temperatures entering the flow manifold and UFH

Product Size Code

 Overheat thermostat 1/4" MBSP RAD93

Manifold Ball Valves (Pair)
For connection/isolation of UFH manifold to circulating pump 

Product Size Code

Manifold ball valves 1" FBSP RAD94

Drain/Filling Valves (Pair)
Replacement drain filling valves for manifold connection. Comes with manual 
air vent and bleed key  

Product Size Code

Drain/Filling valves 1" FBSP RAD95

Manifold flow meter
Replacement manifold flow regulator and connection fittings for manifold flow 
bar

Product Size Code

Manifold flow meter 1/2" MBSP RAD96

Manifold Circulating Isolating Valve
Replacement manifold circulating isolation valve for manifold return bar 

Product Size Code

Manifold circulating isolating valve 1/2" MBSP RAD97
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Thermal underfloor foil insulation
This product is ideally suited for existing floors and retro fit projects where there 
are areas of restricted height and /or where no insulation has been installed.

Constructed using polyethylene bubble which has reflective aluminium on two 
faces and has U values of < 0.35s 

Size: 4mm x 1200mm x 25m (covers 30m2)

Product Size Code

Thermal underfloor foil insulation 4mm x1200mm x 25m RAD185

Extension for UFH Manifold
Extension kit for UFH manifold extension 

Product Size Code

 Extension for UFH manifold 1" MBSP x 1" FBSP RAD98

UFH Blending Valve
Thermostatic blending valve suitable for high flow rates with 22mm or 
28mm connections. Blending the flow and return to achieve a stable system 
temperature in UFH systems 

   

Product Size Code

UFH blending valve 22 22mm RAD99

UFH blending valve 28 28mm RAD100

Manifold bleed valve
Replacement manual bleed valve and key to fit on Fill & Drain valves 

Product Size Code

Manifold bleed valve 1/2" MBSP RAD101



Dial Thermostat Series
Dial Thermostat Controls are normally based on 230v, electronic room thermostats, ideal for all heating 
solutions. Some have additional features such as remote air sensing, electric floor heating, set back 
function and more

DS1 Series RAD18
The Heatmiser DS1 is our 230v, electronic room thermostat, ideal for conventional or combi-boiler 
systems. This thermostat is used in conjunction with a separate programmer

DS1-L Series RAD19
The Heatmiser DS1-L is our central heating dial type thermostat incorporating an LCD. In normal 
operation, the actual room temperature is displayed on the LCD, rotating the dial will display the set 
temperature for 5 seconds.

DS-SB Series RAD20
The Heatmiser DS-SB features a set back function, a function that will automatically reduce the set 
temperature by 4C when no time clock signal is detected, therefore providing more flexible control of 
your heating

Slimline Thermostat Series
The Slimline Series offers models suitable for conventional heating, renewable energy and electric floor 
heating systems. The low voltage series is specifically designed for integration with third party home 
automation systems

Slimline RAD26
The Heatmiser Slimline is a 230v powered Thermostat and is the ideal upgrade route for those 
with an existing mains powered thermostat. The Slimline Thermostat can be set to work as a non 
programmable, 5/2 day or 7 day programmable thermostat

Touchscreen Thermostats

Touch RAD29
The Heatmiser Touch is a 230v powered TouchScreen Thermostat and is the ideal upgrade route for 
those with an existing mains powered thermostat

Touch Duo RAD30
The Touch Duo is our 2 zone touchscreen programmable thermostat

It is designed to control a bedroom and en-suite from a single point, and is supplied with a Heatmiser 
Thimble Sensor

Slimline -N RAD27
The Slimline-N is our 12v programmable thermostat, compatible with the UH1 12v Wiring Centre and 
Central Touchpad. The Slimline-N can be used with a remote air and floor sensor allowing control of the 
temperature up to 20m away

Slimline -HWN RAD28
The Heatmiser Slimline-HWN is our 12v heating and hot water combined thermostat. It provides time 
and temperature of the heating and time control for the hot water. It is compatible with the Central 
TouchPad

HEATING CONTROLS
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Touch-N RAD31
The Touch-N is our 12v touchscreen programmable thermostat, compatible with the UH1 12v Wiring 
Centre and Central TouchPad

The Touch-N can be used with a remote air and floor sensor allowing control of the temperature up to 
20m away

Touch-HWN RAD32
The Heatmiser Touch-HWN is our heating and hot water combined thermostat. It provides time 
and temperature of the heating and time control for the hot water. It is compatible with the Central 
TouchPad

Wireless Thermostat Series
All of our wireless thermostats work with our UH8-RF and RF Switch wireless receivers. The neoAir goes 
one step further and offers totally wireless App Control of your heating & hot water system

Slimline-RF RAD48
The Heatmiser Slimline-RF is our multi mode wireless thermostat that is compatible with our UH8-RF 
and RF Switch Wireless Receivers. The Slimline-RF can be used with a remote sensor, so measuring the 
temperature up to 20 meters from the thermostat is possible

The Slimline-RF can be operated in heating or heating & hot water mode

Touch-RF RAD50
The Heatmiser Touch-RF is our multi mode touchscreen wireless thermostat that is compatible with 
our UH8-RF and RF Switch Wireless Receivers. The Touch-RF has a rechargeable battery and can be 
operated in heating or heating & hot water mode

neoAir RAD72
The Heatmiser neoAir is our multi mode wireless thermostat that is compatible with our UH8-RF and RF 
Switch Wireless Receivers. The neoAir can be operated in timer, heating or heating & hot water mode

In addition it can be paired to a neoHub to offer App Control of the heating & hot water so your 
heating can be controlled from anywhere in the world

Timeclock Slimline Series
Our TM1 is designed to work with our UH8 and can be used as a standalone time clock. The TM1-N 
is compatible with our UH1 and can be controlled from our Central TouchPad

TM1 RAD43

The Heatmiser TM1 is our 230v time clock, compatible with our 230v UH8 wiring centre or as a 
standalone time clock

TM1-N RAD43/12v
The Heatmiser TM1-N is our 12v time clock, compatible with our UH1 and Central TouchPad

Timeclock - 4 Channel RAD42
Our 4 Zone Touchscreen Time Clock is perfect for those looking to control multiple outputs from a 
single control point

The TM4 has been designed to work on with our UH8 and DS-SB Setback Thermostat, and offers a 
highly effective, simple to use control system

The Touchscreen interface makes programming switching times in the TM4 simple, and means 
you no longer need to reach for the user manual when you need to amend the programmed 
setting



neoStat RAD70
The Heatmiser neoStat is 230v powered and is the ideal upgrade route for those with an existing 
mains powered thermostat. NeoStat can operate in Timer or Heating Mode and can be used 
with remote sensors

neoStat-HW RAD73
The Heatmiser neoStat-hw is a time clock with changeover contacts. It is designed for systems 
with a motorised valve that requires power to open and power to close

neoStat 12V RAD71
The neoStat is 12v powered and is the ideal upgrade route for those wanting app control and 
that have existing low voltage cabling installed. NeoStat 12v are compatible with our 12v Wiring 
Centre UH1

neoAir (wireless) RAD72
The neoAir is ideal for those looking for a totally wire free App controllable solution of your 
heating & hot water. Both the UH8-RF and RF Switch receivers are compatible with the neoAir

neoStat Thermostat Series with option for APP enabled heating controls

The neoStat’s have been designed to be slim & stylish, with three stunning colours of white, silver 
or black available. NeoStat’s are just a little bigger than a standard light switch, so you will notice 
what it does rather than where it is

The neoStat’s can be controlled from anywhere in the world thanks to the plug and play neoHub
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neoHub – Neo System Internet Gateway RAD69

The neoHub handles all of the network communication between the neoStat, neoAir and neoPlug 
and is very much the brain of the Neo System. Therefore you will require one if you’re looking to 
control you’re heating & hot water system from your Smartphone

The neoHub connects to your home router by an Ethernet cable, so one free port is required. 
The neoHub is very much plug and play and pairing neoStat’s, neoAir & neoPlug to the neoHub 
couldn’t be easier. After you have paired all of your Neo devices (up to 32 are supported) you will 
have In Home and Remote access of your heating, hot water and appliances

To ensure your neoHub is always up to date, your neoHub will automatically download and install 
updates so you will always benefit from the very latest software enhancements



Wiring Centres
Our central wiring switch boxes have been designed to simplify the wiring process. Using our 
wiring centres in your application means that the actuator, boiler and pump connections are 
wired from a single point

UH8-N - 12v RAD47
The Heatmiser UH8-N is designed to be used in conjunction with our 12v Network thermostats. 
The UH8-N provides central switching and is therefore ideally situated next to the underfloor 
heating manifold

Eight zones can be controlled as well as providing an output for a hot water cylinder. On 
demand from any zone, a 230v output is provided to switch the relevant zone actuators, 
underfloor heating pump and valve 

A volt free connection is supplied for boiler making it compatible with almost all boilers. Up 
to 6 actuators can be connected to each zone. An option is provided to turn the zone 8 into a 
radiator zone. In this mode the underfloor heating pump, valve and boiler are not enabled when 
there is a call for heat from zone 8

UH4 RAD24

The Heatmiser UH4 can be used in conjunction with our mains thermostats. The UH4 provides 
central switching of up to 4 zones actuators as well as providing an output for a hot water 
cylinder, the system boiler and pump

When used for underfloor heating, an option is available to use zone 4 as a conventional radiator 
zone. Up to 6 actuators can be connected to each zone

 UH6 RAD22

The Heatmiser UH6 can be used in conjunction with our mains thermostats. The UH6 provides 
central switching of up to 6 zones actuators as well as providing an output for a hot water 
cylinder, the system boiler and pump. When used for underfloor heating, an option is available 
to use zone 6 as a conventional radiator zone. 

 UH8 RAD25

The Heatmiser UH8 can be used in conjunction with our mains thermostats. The UH8 provides 
central switching of up to 8 zones actuators as well as providing an output for a hot water 
cylinder, the system boiler and pump

When used for underfloor heating, an option is available to use zone 8 as a conventional radiator 
zone. Up to 6 actuators can be connected to each zone

UH8-RF RAD23

The Heatmiser UH8-RF is designed to be used in conjunction with our wireless thermostats. 
The UH8-RF provides central switching and is therefore ideally situated next to the underfloor 
heating manifold. Eight zones can be controlled as well as providing an output for a hot water 
cylinder. On demand from any zone, a 230v output is provided to switch the relevant zone 
actuators, underfloor heating pump and valve 

A volt free connection is supplied for the boiler, making it compatible with almost all types of 
boilers. Up to 6 actuators can be connected to each zone. A software option in our wireless 
thermostats allows you to configure which zones are underfloor heating and which are radiators. 
The RF Switch can be paired to the UH8-RF in order to offer a wireless boiler link

Receivers and Repeaters
2 Channel Receiver & RF/Neo Boost 

The Heatmiser Boost and RF Switch are surface mounting for easy installation

Boost RAD77
The Heatmiser Boost is our surface mount repeater for the RF and Neo System.  The Heatmiser 
Boost is designed to extend the communication between the RF Thermostats and Wiring 
Centre and the neoStat/neoAir & neoHub
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RF Switch RAD52
The Heatmiser RF Switch is a 2 channel receiver. It can cater for a single heating zone and the 
hot water cylinder as well as providing a boiler enable output. Output indications are provided 
and the unit is surface mount for easy installation

In addition, the RF Switch can act as a wireless boiler enable link from the UH8-RF 8 Zone Wiring 
Centre

Accessories

Remote Probe RAD35
The 3M Remote sensor probe can be used with all of our thermostats that accept a remote sensor. 
It can be used to measure air or floor temperature and is specifically designed to be used as a floor 
sensor

We always recommend that when used to measure the floor temperature that the sensor is fit 
inside a conduit to protect the sensor and to ease retrieval if required

Sensor Box RAD36
Sensor box to discreetly locate sensor probe (RAD35) when fitted in wetroom areas

Thimble Sensor RAD78
The Heatmiser Thimble Sensor is perfect for measuring the temperature in a room discreetly. 
Its small form factor means the sensor can be used in areas where the client wants no room 
thermostats mounted on the wall

The thimble sensor can be wired up to 20M from the room thermostats

neoPlug - App Controllable Socket RAD79
Expand your Neo System with neoPlug and control your appliances from anywhere! With the 
Heatmiser neoPlug you can control the appliance manually from the neoApp or you can program 
switching times via the app that the appliance will follow

In addition, iOS users can include the neoPlug in their Geo Location triggers, so the appliance can 
turn on when you get close to home or when you leave

Heatmiser Ultra Central Control RAD103

The Heatmiser neoUltra has been designed to work as a standalone thermostat or as part of an 
app controlled Neo System. In addition, the neoUltra can operate as a central controller, providing 
a single point of access to all of the neoStat, neoAir & neoPlug in the home

TouchPad RAD102

The Heatmiser TouchPad is designed to work with our 12v Network Thermostats, providing 
central control of your heating & hot water system
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Manifold Room
Room 

Area (m²)
UFH Area 

(m²) 
Pipe Dia 

(mm)
Room Design 

Temperature (°C )

Flow / Return 
Temperature 

(°C)

 Floor 
Covering

 Floor Covering 
Resistance 

(m²K/W)

Pipe 
Spacing 

(mm)

Design 
Output 

(w)

Floor 
Temp(°C)

1 Function A 134.8 126.9 16 21 45 / 35 Timber 0.15 150/100 6472 25.7
Cellar 16.2 16.2 16 21 45 / 35 Timber 0.15 150 826 25.7
WC (f) 18.4 17.3 16 21 45 / 35 Vinyl 0.05 150 1125 27.0
WC (m) 16.5 12.9 16 21 45 / 35 Vinyl 0.05 150 839 27.0

2 Function B 108.6 108.6 16 21 45 / 35 Timber 0.15 150/100 5539 25.7
Fire Area 26.8 24.3 16 21 45 / 35 Timber 0.15 150 1239 25.7
Kitchen 35.1 35.1 16 21 45 / 35 Vinyl 0.05 150 2282 27.0
Shower 6.3 4.6 16 21 45 / 35 Vinyl 0.05 150 299 27.0

TOTAL 362.7 345.9 18621

Underfloor Heating Outputs

9261 Flow temp °C 45

1277 Return temp °C 35

15.5 Δt °C 10

Total Water Volume (ltr) 145.4 Pipe diameter (mm) 16

14.6 Total Flow Rate (kg/s) 0.243

1 WC (m) 100 839 83 1.3 7.4

2 WC (f) 150 1125 117 1.8 15.5

3 Cellar 150 826 120 1.3 9.8

4 Function A 150 521 77 0.8 3.5

5 Function A 150 798 118 1.3 9.2

6 Function A 150 730 108 1.1 7.5

7 Function A 150 636 94 1.0 4.5

8 Function A 150 778 115 1.2 8.7

9 Function A 150 784 116 1.2 8.8

10 Function A 150 730 108 1.1 7.5

11 Function A 150 710 105 1.1 5.3

12 Function A 150 784 116 1.2 8.8

MANIFOLD 1MANIFOLD 1MANIFOLD 1MANIFOLD 1

Total Output (w)

Total Tube Length (m)

Max Head Loss (kPa)

Total Flow Rate (l/m)

PortPortPortPort Room /  Area Room /  Area Room /  Area Room /  Area 
Pipe Spacing Pipe Spacing Pipe Spacing Pipe Spacing 

(mm )(mm )(mm )(mm )
Output Output Output Output 

(w )(w )(w )(w )
Tube Length Tube Length Tube Length Tube Length 

(m )(m )(m )(m )

Flow Rate           Flow Rate           Flow Rate           Flow Rate           
( l /m)( l /m)( l /m)( l /m)

Head Loss    Head Loss    Head Loss    Head Loss    
(kPa)(kPa)(kPa)(kPa)

9359 Flow temp °C 45

1291 Return temp °C 35

16.8 Δt °C 10

Total Water Volume (ltr) 146.9 Pipe diameter (mm) 16

14.7 Total Flow Rate (kg/s) 0.245

1 Kitchen 150 1112 114 1.7 14.8

2 Kitchen 150 1170 120 1.8 16.8

3 Fire Area 150 628 113 1.0 5.1

4 Fire Area 150 611 110 1.0 4.9

5 Fuction B 150 830 120 1.3 9.9

6 Fuction B 150 774 112 1.2 8.4

7 Fuction B 150 823 119 1.3 9.7

8 Fuction B 150 733 106 1.2 7.5

9 Fuction B 150 768 111 1.2 8.3

10 Fuction B 150 809 117 1.3 9.3

11 Fuction B 100 802 116 1.3 9.1

12 Shower 150 299 33 0.5 2.0

MANIFOLD 2MANIFOLD 2MANIFOLD 2MANIFOLD 2

Total Output (w)

Total Tube Length (m)

Max Head Loss (kPa)

Total Flow Rate (l/m)

PortPortPortPort Room /  Area Room /  Area Room /  Area Room /  Area 
Pipe Spacing Pipe Spacing Pipe Spacing Pipe Spacing 

(mm )(mm )(mm )(mm )
Output Output Output Output 

(w )(w )(w )(w )
Tube Length Tube Length Tube Length Tube Length 

(m )(m )(m )(m )

Flow Rate           Flow Rate           Flow Rate           Flow Rate           
( l /m)( l /m)( l /m)( l /m)

Head Loss    Head Loss    Head Loss    Head Loss    
(kPa)(kPa)(kPa)(kPa)

SUPPORT SERVICES
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Underfloor heating 
system designs
Radical Heating Solutions produce underfloor 
heating designs that are tailored specifically to 
each project irrespective of size or complexity. 
Our detailed pipe layout drawings will assist you 
in the installation of an assured and professional 
installation.

Installation and screeding 
services*
For our supporting installer* and distributor 
partners* we can also offer a bespoke installation 
and/ or screeding services (contact us directly for 
details as regional services vary)

Radical Screeding Key Features
• Ideal for use with underfloor heating systems.

• Minimal Thermal expansion (0.012mm/mK).

• Excellent thermal conductivity (2.2W/mK).

• Increased productivity - 2000m2/day can be easily achieved 
(For an average 500-1000 m2/day).

• Can be walked on in 24-48 hours.

• Extremely low shrinkage - does not curl and minimizes the 
risk of cracking.

• Suitable for floating floor construction.

• Avoids the need for reinforcement.

• Significantly reduced thickness when compared to 
traditional sand - cement screed.

• Weight saving as a result of thinner section.

• Large bay sizes of up to 30-40 linear meters depending on 
application.

• Dries at a rate of 1mm per day up to a screed depth of 
40mm.

• Can be force dried as early as 7 days after application.

• Easily achieves SR2 finish as described in BS8204.

• Protein free - cannot harbour harmful bacteria.

• Non combustible (tested to BS476 Part 4).

Radical Heating Solutions Ltd (The Company) guarantees to the 
original purchaser that all pipe system that are manufactured 
and sold by the Company are free of any defects in materials 
or manufacture under normal conditions of use for a period 

of 30 years. In the case of electrical and mechanical products, 
any parts or materials not manufactured by The Company are 
supported entirely by the guarantees afforded by the original 

manufacturer to the Company

Best Price Guarantee*
We are so confident that our underfloor heating systems are 

designed and manufactured  to the highest technical standards that 
WE GUARANTEE TO BEAT ANY LIKE FOR LIKE QUOTATION.

see our website and / or page 28 for details
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1 - Definitions
In these Terms and Conditions:-
Company means Radical Heating Solutions Ltd .
Buyer means any customer, company or person ordering Goods and/or Services 
of the Company and whose order for the Goods and/or Services is accepted by 
the Company.
Conditions means the Terms and Conditions set out herein.
Contract means the Contract for the sale of Goods and/or services to be provided 
by the Company pursuant to the Contract.
Goods means the Goods and/or Services the Company agrees to supply.
Notice/Writing includes facsimile transmission, email and other comparable 
means of communication sent to the other party at its registered office or principal 
place of business.
Order means a request in writing from the Buyer to the Company to supply any of 
the Company’s Goods and/or Services.
2 -Application
a) Any Goods and/or Services supplied by the Company shall be made exclusively 
on the basis of and subject to the Terms and Conditions set out below.
b) No addition to, or variation of these Terms and Conditions shall bind the 
Company unless agreed in writing and signed by a director of the Company. No 
agent or person employed by the Company has any authority to alter or vary in 
any way these Terms and Conditions except as stated above. If such variation is 
accepted by the Company in writing, these Terms and Conditions shall continue to 
apply as if that variation were incorporated into these Terms and Conditions.
c) Any typographical, clerical or other error or omission in any sales literature, 
quotation, price list, acceptance of offer, invoice or other document or information 
issued by the Company shall be subject to correction without liability on the part 
of the Company.
3 - Acceptance of Orders
a) No order submitted by the Buyer is accepted by the Company unless confirmed 
in Writing by the Company or delivery of the Goods and/or Services is made by 
the Company.
b) The Buyer shall be responsible to the Company for ensuring the accuracy of any 
order submitted by the Buyer to the Company and for giving the Company any 
necessary information relating to the order within sufficient time to enable the 
Company to perform the Contract in accordance with its Terms and Conditions.
c) The quantity, quality and description of and any specification for the Goods and/
or services are those set out in the Company’s quotation or the Buyers order (to the 
extent accepted by the Company).
d) If the Company accepts any request by the Buyer to supply any Goods and/or 
Services other than those specifically referred to in the Company’s current price 
list then the Buyer shall indemnify the Company against all losses, damages, costs 
etc incurred by the Company in connection with any claim for infringement of 
any patent, copyright, design, trademark or other intellectual property rights. The 
Company gives no warranty that any Goods and/or Services supplied on this basis 
will be fit for their intended purpose.
e) The Company may make any changes in the specification of the Goods and/
or Services which are required to conform with any applicable statutory or EC 
requirements or which do not materially affect their quality or performance.
f) No Order which has been accepted by the Company may be cancelled by the 
Buyer without the written agreement of the Company and the Buyer undertakes 
to pay all costs, charges and expenses incurred by the Company for any or all work 
carried out by the Company prior to cancellation.
g) All drawings, designs, specifications, quotations and other information provided 
by the Company are confidential and all rights of copyright and other intellectual 
property rights in their respect shall remain the property of the Company and shall 
not pass to the Buyer.
h) All descriptions, specifications, drawings and particulars of layouts and 
dimensions submitted by the Company are deemed approximate only and 
descriptions and illustrations in the Company’s catalogues, price lists and other 
advertising matter shall not form any part of a contract.
i) All goods must be ordered by the Buyer in the packed quantities as shown in the 
current price lists of the Company.
4 - Delivery and Prices
a) The price of the Goods and/or Services shall be at the price specified in the 
Company’s confirmation of order or, if none, at the price in the Company’s current 
published price list at the date of supply of the Goods and/or Services. Any quoted 
prices other than those published in the Company’s current price list shall be 
non binding upon the Company unless a fixed quotation is agreed in writing and 
signed by a director of the Company.
b) All prices are subject to increase to reflect variations from time to time in costs 
which are due to any factor beyond the control of the Company (including but not 
limited to costs of materials, labour, transport, currency fluctuation and any tax, 
fees or charges imposed by the Government or other authority) or any change in 
delivery dates, quantities specifications given by the Buyer or any failure of the 
Buyer to give the Company adequate information or instructions.
c) All prices are given by the Company on an ex works basis and exclude VAT 
and any other duties applicable and the Buyer shall be liable to pay those duties 
and (subject to condition i) the Company’s charges for transport, packaging and 
insurance.
d) Dates of delivery and deadlines quoted by the Company are deemed 
approximate unless explicitly agreed in writing by the Company and the time for 

delivery shall not be of the essence unless specifically previously agreed by the 
Company in writing.
e) The Company is entitled to make delivery by instalments against any order 
it accepts from the Buyer and these Terms and Conditions shall apply to each 
instalment delivery and any claim by the Buyer in respect of any one or more 
of the instalments shall not entitle the Buyer to treat the Contract as a whole as 
repudiated.
f) If the Company failed to deliver the Goods (or any instalment) for any reason 
other than any cause beyond the Company’s reasonable control, or the Buyers 
fault and the Company is accordingly liable to the Buyer, the Company’s liability 
shall be limited to the excess over the Company’s price of the Goods (if any) of the 
cost to the Buyer (in the cheapest available market) of similar Goods to replace 
those not delivered.
g) If the Buyer fails to take delivery of the Goods or fails to give the Company 
adequate delivery instructions at the time stated for delivery then without limiting 
or any other right or remedy available to the Company, the Company may:
i) Store the goods until actual delivery and charge the Buyer for the reasonable 
costs (including insurance of storage)
ii) Sell the Goods at the best price readily obtainable and (after deducting all 
reasonable storage and selling expenses) account to the Buyer for the excess over 
the price under the Contract or charge the Buyer for any shortfall below the price 
under the Contract.
h) The mode of transport or delivery shall be at the Company’s discretion. For 
deliveries outside UK, the Company shall be entitled to charge all additional 
delivery costs to the Buyers account.
i) The Buyer shall be liable to pay delivery charges where:
i) The Company’s net invoice value (excluding VAT and delivery) is under £300.00
ii) The Goods are specified by the Buyer as being required for next day receipt,
whether delivery is to the Buyer or any third party address stipulated by the Buyer.
iii) The Goods are requested by the Buyer to be delivered to a site address, whether 
for next day receipt or not.
iv) Any alteration to clause i) must be agreed and confirmed by the Company in 
writing.
j) Goods must be carefully examined on delivery and acceptance thereof duly 
signed for by the Buyer or his appointed agent will be deemed to constitute 
acceptance by the Buyer of receipt of the Goods in good condition and conformity 
in all aspects with the order.
k) i) Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Company all prices specified by the 
Company exclude the cost of packing. Any necessary packaging material shall be 
invoiced at cost price and shall not be taken back.
ii) The Buyer will dispose of all packaging materials in accordance with the 
regulations (statutory or otherwise) relating to the protection of the environment.
iii) The Company shall use all reasonable endeavours to ensure, where necessary, 
the appropriate packaging is used for despatch, but shall not be liable for any 
damage or loss of Goods between despatch and delivery to the Buyer.
5 - Terms of Payment
a) Unless the Company specifies in writing (signed by a director of the Company 
or other person authorised by a director) the Buyer shall pay all invoices in full, 
without any set off, deduction or counter claim, no later than the last business day 
of the month following the date of the invoice and the time of payment shall be of 
the essence of the Contract. 
b) If the Buyer fails to make any payment by the due date, the Company may 
suspend any further deliveries to the Buyer and at the Company’s discretion, 
interest will be charged at 4% over the base rate of HSBC bank from the date 
payment was due until and including the date of the actual payment.
c) If the Buyer issues a cheque which is not honoured on presentation, or if the 
Company deems it necessary to arrange special presentation of a cheque, the 
Company reserves the right to debit the Buyer with the cost of doing so.
d) If the Buyer does not meet the Conditions of payment, or in the case of 
reasonable doubts about the Buyers credit worthiness or the Buyer makes any 
voluntary arrangement with its creditors, becomes bankrupt, becomes subject of 
an administration order, or goes into liquidation, the Company may cancel any 
outstanding contract with the Buyer and all outstanding invoices on the Buyers 
account with the Company will become due.
6 - Risk and Property
a) The title to all Goods supplied by the Company shall remain with the Company 
(retained Goods) until such time that cash or cleared funds have been received 
by the Company in full for those Goods, and all other Goods for which payment 
is then due, together with any costs incurred by the Company in attaining such 
payment.
b) The Buyer shall hold the retained Goods as the Company’s fiduciary agent and 
store them in such a way that they can be easily identified as being owned by the 
Company and shall ensure that they are fully insured.
c) The Buyer has the right to resell the retained Goods in the ordinary course of 
its business. Rights to pledge, use as collateral or to lend the retained Goods are 
specifically excluded.
d) The Buyer shall be obliged to inform the Company about any deterioration or 
destruction of the retained Goods immediately and shall furnish all information 
necessary to protect the Company’s interest against third parties.
e) Until such time as title to the Goods passes to the Buyer the Company may 
at any time require the Buyer to deliver up the Goods to the Company and if the 
buyer fails to do so, enter upon any premises of the Buyer or any third party where 

the Goods are stored and repossess the Goods.
7 - Defects and Liability
a) Subject to the exclusions set out in 7b below, the Company confirms that the 
Goods will correspond with their specification at the time of delivery and will 
be free from defect in material and workmanship from the date of delivery for a 
minimum period of 12 months or longer as detailed separately.
b) The Company shall be under no liability in respect of any defect in the Goods 
arising from any drawing, design or specification supplied by the Buyer.
c) The Company shall be under no liability in respect of any defect arising from fair 
wear and tear, wilful damage, negligence, abnormal working conditions, failure 
to follow the Company’s instructions (whether oral or in writing), misuse, or 
alteration or repair of the Goods without the Company’s written approval.
d) The Company shall be under no liability (or any other Warranty, Condition or 
Guarantee) if the total price for the Goods has not been paid by the due date for 
payment.
e) This liability does not extend to parts, materials or other equipment not 
manufactured by the Company in respect of which the Buyer shall only be entitled 
to the benefit of any such warranty or guarantee as is given by the manufacturer 
to the Company.
f) The Company does not warrant the accuracy or otherwise of any design, 
drawing, specification, instructions, or other information or advice that it provides 
as part of its Services and/or as ancillary information in relation to the Goods.
g) Any claim by the Buyer for any defect in the quality or condition of the Goods 
must be notified in writing to the Company within 7 days of delivery or if failure 
was not apparent on reasonable inspection, within a reasonable time after 
discovery of the defect, but in any event within 6 months of delivery.
h) Where the Goods are returned by the Buyer and accepted by the Company as 
being defective, the Company shall, at its option, either repair or replace such 
Goods without cost to the Buyer or allow the Buyer a credit on his account. The 
Company shall not be liable to the Buyer for any claim by the Buyer for any work 
done on or with the Goods, loss of profit, or for any loss, damage or cost to the 
Buyer whatsoever, other than the replacement cost of the Goods and the Buyer 
shall not be entitled to withhold payment by reason of an alleged defect. 
i) Except as expressly provided in these Terms and Conditions all warranties, 
conditions, and other terms implied by statute or common law are excluded.
j) Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by the Company’s 
negligence, the Company shall not be liable to the Buyer by reason of any 
representation, or any implied warranty, condition or other term, or any duty at 
common law under the express terms of the Contract for any consequential loss 
or damage (whether loss of profit or otherwise), costs, expenses, anticipated 
profits, or other claims for consequential compensation whatsoever (and whether 
caused by negligence of the Company or its employees or agents or otherwise) 
which arise out of or in connection with the supply of the Goods and/or Services 
of the Company.
8 - Force Majeure
The Company shall not be liable to the Buyer to the extent that fulfilment of 
its obligation to the Buyer has been prevented, hindered or delayed by force 
majeure as herein defined and without limiting the generality of the foregoing the 
Company shall be entitled to cancel delivery in whole or in part when it is delayed 
in or prevented from making delivery by strikes, lock outs, trade disputes or labour 
troubles or any cause beyond the Company’s control including without limitation 
Act of God, regulation or request, fire, accident, war, riot, delay in transportation, 
inability to obtain adequate labour, materials or manufacturing facilities and the 
Company shall not be bound to obtain in the market Goods with which to replace 
the Goods, delivery of which has been cancelled as a result of any said events.
9 - General Conditions
a) The Company reserves the right to modify or improve any of its products 
from time to time without any prior notification and such modifications or 
improvements shall not entitle the Buyer to reject the Goods so improved or 
modified or any products previously supplied to the Buyer prior to the modification 
or improvement being affected.
b) The Company may perform any of its obligations or exercise any of its rights 
under these Terms and Conditions through any member of its Group.
c) Any person who is not a party to any contract under these Terms and Conditions 
has no right to enforce any part of these Terms and Conditions.
d) Any notice relating to these Terms and Conditions shall be in writing and 
served or delivered to the other party at its registered office or principal place of 
business or such other address as may have been notified in writing prior to the 
party giving notice.
e) If any provision in these Terms and Conditions is found by any competent 
authority to be invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part, the validity of the 
other provisions of these Terms and Conditions and the remainder of the provision 
in question shall not be affected.
f) No waiver by the Company of any breach of these Terms and Conditions shall 
be considered as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or any other 
provision.
g) The Buyer must not assign any of its rights or obligations under these Terms 
and Conditions without the prior written consent of the Company.
h) The validity, construction and performance of these Terms and Conditions shall 
be governed by the law of England and be within the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English courts.
i) These Terms and Conditions shall replace any of the Company’s previous Terms 
and Conditions.
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Unit 7, Chorley Central Business Park 
Chorley, Lancashire PR6 0BL

Telephone: 0161 711 0612 
Fax: 01257 234943 

email: sales@radicalheatingsolutions.co.uk

www.radicalheatingsolutions.co.uk

*Disclaimer
Radical heating Solutions Ltd (The Company) guarantee to beat any like for like quotation for full underfloor heating systems of identical product specification and integrity provided The 
Company hold all components in stock at the time of the quotation. Individual component prices may vary but the complete system cost is guaranteed as long as the component selection 
and specification is exact. System integrity will not be compromised to price match and the heating design must be approved by The Company. The Company reserves the right to ask for 
written evidence of like for like product specification, delivery and service warranties. Own label products will not be price matched. Best price offer only applies to full underfloor heating 
systems which have been technically approved by The Company and does not apply to and individual components or systems designed by other parties. The Company price ruling is final

UNDERFLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS


